




Indigo’s Strings of Light

The  beginning of this indigo series was created at the Stenen hoofd 
(Stone head, a pier by the IJ ) in Amsterdam. The day I painted the 
indigo, I had a black sky, with lightening bolts to my back and an electric 
blue sky with blazing sun to my front. The wind was blowing the storm 
away and the sun was taking over whilst a rainbow appeared above the 
dark water. I felt strongly guided by my spirit guide, Celia Pailloux, also 
my grandmother, who was clearly showing me where to stroke the paint. 
I finished stitching the works by the waterfall in Westerpark, all in a very 
harmonious setting contributing to this harmonious series.

The moment the thread came in, the idea was to create a new shape 
within the already very defined shape.  Even though the thread is very 
delicate compared to the robust painted shapes, it brings in a light and 
clearly affects the already established story by proposing other shapes 
and directions. The use of thread is inspired by Japanese Sashiko and 
Boro stitching. Whilst hand stitching I feel transported into possible 
other lives as this feels all too familiar for someone with no stitching or 
sewing background. 

The combination of thread and paint has been an ongoing experiment for 
over a year now and I’ve tried all kinds of combinations. Background 
paintings, canvases, colours, materials, strings, threads and even ropes. 
These are also the works I chose to present during these art fair days. 

These two works are the most minimalistic of all the works in these 
series, which was the greatest challenge, using less and saying more. At 
the same time they are also my most recent works created in the past 
weeks especially for the Four Seasons Art Fair.

All works are for sale.
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Organic Strings

These were the first works within the experiment of using thread, 
canvas and paint.

There is use of thin rope, thread, beads, mirror and paint. The black 
burlup background was the inspiration for the use of these colour tones. 
The base of the paint defines an organic and sometimes tribal 
composition and the threads define a new one.
The beads come from the House of harlow series and is a dark grey 
colour, so very subtly contributes to an occasional shimmering of light. 
The mirror is in contrast with the rough burlap background and 
represents the reflecting of one’s self. 

I worked for weeks on this series all in an outdoor summer setting. And 
finished by beading the works in the Amsterdam's woods by the water. 

All works are for sale.
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